Cybersecurity Solutions
IT & Network
We know digital security isn't just about technology. It spans people, process and the intelligence
and expertise you need to stay one step ahead of those who try to access your valuable data.
Sure have created the finest portfolio of security products to help you to protect your business
and the resources to keep you current and confident that as the landscape changes you can
change with it.

Security Journey Discovery to Optimisation
At Sure we recognise that ensuring that your business is well protected is a
journey from initially understanding and discovering your network assets
and vulnerabilities through to optimising and tuning your networks and IT.
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Journey Stages
Discovery
We start with a programme of discovery which enables
you to catalogue your digital assets and then as a part
of this phase we identify vulnerabilities and serious
current risks. With your involvement an assessment of
this nature also helps us to plot where you are on your
security journey.
Visibility
Any comprehensive protection must quickly introduce
the ability to see what is happening in your IT estate, flag
attacks, spot infection so that countermeasures can be
taken to ensure continued security.
Roadmap
Most security programmes require change in
technology, process and education, at Sure we have the
experience and skill to help you create a roadmap for
change in a way that allows to you run your business
efficiently while the change is undertaken.

Mitigation
As you would expect the next step is to rapidly mitigate
any current exposure by securing individual hazards.
Compliance
These days it isn't enough to just take the actions
to protect your business. You also need to clearly
demonstrate compliance and assure your business and
clients that steps have been taken and protection is
robust. Our Advisory consultants have the experience
and qualifications to ensure that you stay secure and
can verify it for compliance purposes.
Optimisation
By the time you reach this phase of the Security Journey
with Sure your confidence in the security of your assets
should be high and your ability to demonstrate that
through certification and clear governance should be
clear. But we also recognise that today's networks and
IT are dynamic as business demand changes so does
the shape and capability of your resources. So, as you
optimise the security of your network it is also time
to review and plan to ensure that you maintain your
confident, protected status.
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Security Journey Continued Diligence
Because of the ever-changing landscape of security
threats, addressing IT and Data Security is not a one off
exercise.

Prevent
Prevent incidents by
minimizing your attack
profile and seal off any
previously detected
events.

Prevent

Predict

Predict
Understand your risk
environment to predict where
attackers are likely to hit.
Including discovering your
entire IT estate.

Continued
Dilligence

Respond
Take action to remedy a
problem as well as
communicate and inform.

Respond

Detect

Detect
Know your normal so you
can detect and monitor
any unusual activity.

A Full Range Of Products
Advisory & Design
Our advisory and design consultants can take you
through your security journey, you may already have
mature plans and need to verify and check with one
of our experts or, you may be at the beginning and
recognise that you need to understand the scope of
your risk. We have the knowledge, the tools and the
experience to ensure that your confidence is high and
your business secure.
Trustwave
Sure has partnered with Trustwave, the leading
cybersecurity service provider to exclusively offer
Trustwave's full suite of security services, from network
protection to SIEM and consultancy.

Mimecast
The Mimecast product suite is a powerful set of software
tools that make email safer, restore trust and bolster
cyber resilience. Known for safeguarding customers
against dangerous email, Mimecast's expanded cloud
suite enables organisations to implement
comprehensive cyber resilience strategy.
DDoS
One of the main threats to hosted systems is the
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack which
aims to bring sites down by overwhelming them with
requests. At Sure we have deployed Arbor DDoS
protection that can detect and mitigate attacks before
they reach your hardware keeping you systems safe and
your services online.

Advisory & Design
At Sure we have a team of specialist consultants with expertise in designing and optimising
customer networks including security solutions. Ask your account manager how Sure's Advisory &
Design Services can help modernise your infrastructure.
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